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This book was converted from its physical edition to the digital format by a community of

volunteers. You may find it for free on the web. Purchase of the Kindle edition includes wireless

delivery.

Optimized for the MobiPocket Reader, this is a very special edition of Elbert Hubbard's "John

Jacob Astor." The text of the book is completely in English. If you click on one of the words in

the text, a convenient pop-up window appears with a Dutch thesaurus for that word, which

includes a variety of Dutch translations that come from Webster's Online Dictionary

(www.websters-online-dictionary.org). Running throughout the text, uncommon English words

are highlighted in blue that are likely to be found in examinations in English Language

Programs (ELP), English as a Foreign Language (EFL) programs, or in English as a Second

Language Programs (ESL). The highlighted vocabulary words are also likely to be found in

foreign service, translation certification, Advanced Placement- (AP-), TOEFL-, TOEIC-, SAT-,

PSAT- , GMAT-, LSAT-, GRE-, or similar examinations. TOEFL-, TOEIC-, GRE-, AP- and

Advanced Placement- are trademarks of the Educational Testing Service; PSAT- is a registered

trademark of the College Entrance Examination Board and the National Merit Scholarship

Corporation; SAT- is a registered trademark of the College Board; GMAT- is a registered

trademark of the Graduate Management Admissions Council; LSAT- is a registered trademark

of the Law School Admissions Council. All rights reserved. These organizations neither

sponsored nor are affiliated with this product. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.About the AuthorHubbard spent much of his life carefully collecting quotes and

passages of significance from history and literature. As he gathered these selections, he added

them to his scrap book for his own personal inspiration. Yet, he never once conceived of the

idea to publish what had served as spiritual nourishment for his own refreshment and pleasure.

--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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Louis G. Carlo, Jr., “Good advice for a entrepreneurial venture.. A quick read packed with

valuable information. Recommend to anyone interested in success through honest work and

visionary thinking.  Give it a go.”

Alan Grotkiewicz, “Excellent reading.. Very good, well written, easy to read book about the life

of John Jacob Astor.If you enjoy reading about the failures and successes of noteworthy folks,

you'll love this book.”

Steve, “Entrepeneurial Zeal. Offers insight what one of the people that took the lead in nation

building was like and how he handled his success”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Learned a Lot. Even though I didn't know a lot about John Jacob Astor, it

was very interesting, although I'm guessing that the author was of Dutch decent & treated the

subject with glowing words.”

ANON, “Five Stars. the life of this wealthy aristocrat”

robert, “Five Stars. Very, Very interesting read, added even more history to my knowledge”

The book by Ron Simplified Myers has a rating of 5 out of 3.5. 33 people have provided

feedback.
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